CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 DECLARATION

Dear Concerned Parties and Customers,

This certificate is to inform Safewaze concerned parties and customers that items produced by Safewaze do not contain chemicals which exceed the limits listed in California’s Safe Drinking Water & Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986. This Act, commonly known as Proposition 65 (Prop 65), establishes a list of chemicals which the state of California’s risk assessment process has determined to present a risk of cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. The Proposition 65 chemical list can be found at:

https://oehha.ca.gov/proposition-65/proposition-65-list

Safewaze is committed to providing safe, high quality products for our concerned parties and customers. We have worked with our vendors and our supply chain partners to ensure the purchase of raw materials that will meet Prop 65 standards. Safewaze is committed to continued monitoring of the Proposition 65 regulations for any new chemicals. Safewaze will compare any newly listed chemicals with the raw materials in our finished products and if will communicate this information to our concerned parties and customers.

V/r,

Eric S. Henson
Technical Director / Training Development

eric@safewaze.com
Phone:704-262-7893